
Hours of Operation:
Before September 4:
• Open Daily 10 AM – 5 PM  

& Friday Evenings Until 9 PM

Starting September 4:
• CLOSED Monday
• Tuesday – Friday 10 AM – 4 PM
• Saturday, Sunday, holiday  

Mondays 11 AM – 5 PM

Contact:
190 Rupert Avenue  
at Main Street

Infoline: 204-988-3139

ManitobaMuseum.ca 
 @ManitobaMuseum

The Winnipeg Jets’ performance in the playoffs 
and the fan support for the home team at the 
Whiteout Street Parties and WPG Whiteout 
Viewing Parties made it clear that hockey  
is a lightning rod for community connection 
and passion.

Hockey fever continues at the Manitoba 
Museum with a new travelling exhibition in 
Alloway Hall. Hockey: The Stories Behind Our 
Passion traces the sport’s evolution through 
historic highlight reels, interactive components, 
and one-of-a-kind artifacts. Visitors explore 
the places where Canadians live and breathe 
hockey; from dressing room to press-box, rink 
to corporate boardroom, players’ bench to the 
backyard game. They discover why hockey holds 
pride of place in the hearts of Manitobans.

This exhibition was developed by the Canadian 
Museum of History and where it premiered, 
March 10, 2017.

The Manitoba: Heart of Hockey exhibition 
was produced by the Museum to coincide 
with Hockey: The Stories Behind Our Passion.  
Exploring themes of diversity, rural communities, 
pro hockey and the dream, visitors see artifacts 
that represent hockey history from across the 
province and provide a snapshot of some of 
Manitoba’s notable players and teams.

Fan or not, visitors of all ages are being inspired 
by the stories behind Canada’s most loved  
game – hockey!

The sweat-soaked smell of the dressing room. The flick of the wrist.  
The roar of the fans. For millions of Canadians, winter means hockey  
and hockey means everything.
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How did life on Earth begin?
This tantalizing question forms the basis of Life: A Cosmic Story. 

 
 

Take a journey through time and witness key events since the

  

Big Bang that set the stage for life.

 

Narrated by Academy Award Winner Jodie Foster

ManitobaMuseum.ca / 204-943-3139
@ManitobaMuseum     #MBPlanetarium



PASSING THE 
MEMBERSHIP 
BATON 
The Manitoba Museum is pleased to introduce 
our new Membership Coordinator, Kaitlin Aiello. 
A creative and engaging arts administrator, actor, 
and producer, Kaitlin graduated from both the 
Theatre Performance, and Arts Administration 
and Cultural Management programs at Humber 
College. Having been an Administrative Support 
Clerk at the Museum for over a year, Kaitlin knows 
our visitors, our supporters, and our business. Until 
May 2018, she provided administrative assistance 
through stewardship, membership sales, and financial 
reconciliation. “I am happy to be moving into a 
position where I can use my various skills and interact 
with people who love the Museum like I do and value 
what we offer to the community,” says Kaitlin about 
her new role.

While we are happy to welcome Kaitlin, we must say 
goodbye to Ashleigh Czyrnyj. Ashleigh has been 
looking after members – recruiting, processing 
renewals, hosting events, and providing insider 
information - for the past five years. She’s not going 
far.  As a matter of fact, she will stay at the same desk 
as she takes on a new position created at the Museum, 
which was an obvious fit for her. “I truly enjoyed having 
the opportunity to meet so many of the Museum’s 
members as Membership Coordinator, and I am 
looking forward to getting to know even more of our 
supporters as Individual Giving Officer,” says Ashleigh.

Kaitlin can be reached at 204-988-0647 or  
kaiello@manitobamuseum.ca.

HOCKEY FUN  
FOR EVERYONE!
HAT TRICK PARTIES 
Sports teams and other groups are invited to have a Hat Trick Party at the 
Museum were we combine hockey, history, and team building through 
interactive fun for all. We provide the snacks and a “coach” for your celebrations!

HOCKEY ALL-STAR  
BIRTHDAY PARTIES 
Birthday parties of all kinds happen at the Manitoba Museum. Hosting a Hockey 
All-Star Party will make your birthday kid feel like an MVP. A “coach” will make 
sure the party is a shootout as we provide a private party room, decoration and 
supplies, and themed birthday invitations. 

For more party information contact partyinfo@manitobamuseum.ca  
or call 204-988-0696.

HOCKEY FUN FAMILY WEEKEND 
September 22 & 23, October 27 & 28 
Join Mick E. Moose and special guests as we bring our game to the next level 
for family fun weekends. Try on vintage hockey equipment and jerseys and then 
pose to make your own digital hockey card.

Included with paid admission 

SLAPSHOT FAMILY SLEEPOVER 
Sat., November 17 to Sun., November 18 
The Museum goes to the championships with this sleepover event where your 
family will celebrate Canada’s passion for hockey! Explore the Hockey: The Stories 
Behind Our Passion exhibition. Enjoy pizza, snacks, crafts, and a scavenger hunt. 
Stay awake for a flashlight tour and movies! Your family will have an experience 
they will never forget!

Tickets: $79 Adult (Members $71) / $49 Children (Members $44)

AFTER HOURS:  
OVERTIME PARTY
November 29 • 7:00 PM – 11:00 PM
The Museum goes into overtime for this 18+ event. There will  
be dancing, music, hands-on activities, tours of 
the Hockey: The Stories Behind Our Passion 
exhibition, and much more. Try on vintage 
hockey equipment. Make your own 
hockey card. Take a selfie with your 
favourite hockey star. Enjoy the cash 
bar & free pizza.

Tickets: $25 / Members $20



Launching a new exhibition, as you can imagine, 
requires significant planning and research, 
whether it is a single case or a massive gallery 
renewal. Having just reopened our Nonsuch 
Gallery and Boreal Corridor exhibitions, 
we have seen that visitors are impressed by 
the beautiful artifacts and specimens, and 
appreciate the context and ambience provided 
by carefully worded and designed graphic 
panels. Yet one may not realize that every 
single detail has been painstakingly planned 
by curators and conservators to provide the 
best visitor experience possible, from individual 
specimens and their arrangements, to images 
and soundscapes – while simultaneously 
agonizing over all the specifics of object 
conservation and maintenance.

One of the biggest changes in the Nonsuch 
Gallery is the new soundscape that is paired with 
lighting effects to provide a complete day-night 
cycle. The Museum worked with local sound 
design team DACAPO to develop an entirely 
new auditory experience. Not only were all of 
the scripts for the vocal actors carefully reviewed 
to ensure the manner of speech was appropriate 
for 17th century England, but each element of 
background sound was reviewed for accuracy. 
For example, when preparing the sounds for the 
rainstorm, DACAPO confirmed with Amelia 
Fay, regarding the kind of surfaces that the rain 
would hit, from slate and thatch roofs to dirt 
and cobble roads, ensuring that the rain would 
sound appropriate for the environment. Randy 
Mooi, reviewed the animal sounds and ensured 
that the birds you hear are the appropriate 

The Vault
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Dr. Amelia Fay, Curator of the HBC Museum Collection 
Dr. Randy Mooi, Curator of Zoology

species for an English riverside town in October 
of 1669. Those that did not occur at this time 
and place, or would not call at that time of year 
were out of the running. We did have to make 
a few concessions regarding human dialects in 
order that visitors can understand the voices. 
The accents are British, but likely not how people 
sounded in 1669!

In the Boreal Corridor, all specimens and images 
were chosen to illustrate actual Manitoba 
environments or species. The over 700 insects 
were carefully selected from over 60,000 
specimens to meet the requirements of being 
Manitoba specimens, in good condition, and 

representative of the boreal forest. These were 
then individually pinned to provide informative and 
pleasing displays that will encourage interest in this 
incredibly diverse and fascinating group of animals. 

There are dozens of individual details regarding 
content, conservation and aesthetics for every 
object and specimen exhibited in the Museum 
galleries. We had the good fortune to work with 
incredible professionals here at the Museum, 
resolving numerous details and providing the 
highest quality exhibitions possible, making this a 
truly gratifying experience. We hope the renewed 
Nonsuch Gallery and Boreal Corridor make your 
continued visits equally enjoyable. 

SWEATING THE DETAILS – ACCURACY 
AND AESTHETICS FOR OUR GALLERIES

The beaver mount was specially commissioned from a local 
taxidermy shop, Live Creations, to show a swimming beaver 
and some of its adaptations to aquatic life. Our own diorama 
artist slicked down the fur to make it look wet, adding an extra 
touch of realism.



LASER
SHOWS

PINK FLOYD | DAFT PUNK 
RUSH | STRANGER THINGS 
AND MANY MORE!
ENDS SEPTEMBER 28

P L A N E T A R I U M

FALL PLANETARIUM 
SCHEDULE STARTS 
SEPTEMBER 10
LIFE: A  
COSMIC STORY  
Learn the 14-billion-year 
saga of how we came to 
be. It’s a journey from the 
microscopic view inside a 
plant cell to the vastness 
of our universe populated 
by billions of galaxies 
swirling in space. 

Length: 40 minutes 
Audience: General 

MANITOBA SKIES  
Take a guided tour of the night sky as seen 
from Manitoba. This live show is presented 
by our Planetarium staff, and covers current 
constellations, planets, and celestial events.

Length: 35 minutes  
Audience: General 

PERFECT LITTLE 
PLANET  
Discover our solar 
system through a new 
set of eyes – a family 
from another star 
system seeking the 
perfect vacation spot.

Length: 35 minutes 
Audience: Families with young children

Planetarium shows and schedules subject to 
change. Visit ManitobaMuseum.ca/planetarium 
for current show descriptions and show times.

The Manitoba Museum is accredited by 
Imagine Canada for excellence in non-profit 
accountability, transparency and governance. 

How did life on Earth begin?
This tantalizing question forms the basis of Life: A Cosmic Story. 

 
 

Take a journey through time and witness key events since the

  

Big Bang that set the stage for life.

 

Narrated by Academy Award Winner Jodie Foster

ManitobaMuseum.ca / 204-943-3139
@ManitobaMuseum     #MBPlanetarium

Call Heather at 204-988-0656 to start your 
conversation about legacy giving to the Manitoba 
Museum or The Manitoba Museum Foundation.

For information visit ManitobaMuseum.ca/support.

Do you remember what it was like to explore something new?
To discover something powerful and to connect your  
past to your future?
The Manitoba Museum remains a cultural symbol of the province,  
attracting the dreamers, the seekers and the curious.

The joy of discovery endures.

A Night at  
the Museum?

YES YOU CAN! Book GROUPS for a  
sleepover by emailing sleepovers@manitobamuseum.ca

ManitobaMuseum.ca  @ManitobaMuseum


